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Urmi Bhattacheryya

'Terrific ... read it' SOHAILA ABDULALI
What happens after rape?
As the world moves on after expressing outrage, what happens to the survivors
who are left to fend for themselves in an apathetic society and a nonchalant
judicial system?
In After I Was Raped, we meet five individuals: a four-year-old girl, two Dalit
women, an eight-month-old infant and a young professional. Through
extensive interviews with them and their families and communities at large,
Urmi Bhattacheryya reveals the stories of these survivors of sexual violence, as
they recount how their lives and relationships have changed in the aftermath of
assault. Shamed, ostracized and weighed down by guilt and depression, they
continue to brave the most challenging realities.
At a time when only high-profile, sensationalized cases of sexual violence
provoke a public reaction and many stories go unheard, Bhattacheryya’s
sensitive portrayal of the lives of these little-known survivors raises difficult but
important questions about our convenient collective amnesia.
AUTHOR DETAILS

Urmi Bhattacheryya is an independent journalist based in New Delhi. She
worked as Gender Editor at Quint, reporting – almost exclusively – on women
and children who have survived sexual violence. She currently writes for
national and international media, including the Boston Globe, Globe and Mail,
Caravan and Women’s Media Center, on issues of sexual assault, women’s
health and culture.
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Vish Dhamija

Bipin Desai and Anuj Shastri are two best friends who lead equally
pointless lives. But that doesn’t stop them from dreaming big and getting
rich fast.
Together, they concoct a plan to rob a van full of cash and manage to get away
with loot of over one crore rupees. But the van belongs to one of the wealthiest
families in Delhi, which means there is pressure on the police to solve the case
quickly. The two are arrested within days, but the cash is still nowhere to be
found.
The officer-in-charge, Senior Inspector Arfy Khan, has forty-eight hours to make
Bipin and Anuj confess to their crime by convincing one of them to go against
the other. The two friends only have to keep their calm and their stories
straight in front of the police officer. But there is one major obstacle: SI Khan
isn’t allowing Bipin and Anuj or their lawyers to see or talk to each other.
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Will the two survive the test of their friendship? Or will they choose personal
freedom in the face of a twisted dilemma?
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Vish Dhamija is the bestselling author of eight crime fiction books, including
Unlawful Justice, The Mogul, The Heist Artist, Bhendi Bazaar, Doosra and Lipstick. He
is frequently referred to in the press as the 'master of crime and courtroon
drama' in India. In August 2015, at the release of his first legal fiction, Deja
Karma, Glimpse magazine called him 'India's John Grisham' for stimulating the
genre of legal fiction in India, which was almost non-existent before his arrival
on the scene. Vish lives in London with his wife, Nidhi.
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‘Fascinating’ CYRUS MISTRY
‘A gripping tale of love, friendship and camaraderie set against the backdrop of
war’ MANIMUGDHA S. SHARMAApril 1944: The Imperial Japanese Army lays
siege to a tiny British garrison in the remote town of Kohima, Nagaland, to
march further into India, which results in one of the turning points of the
Second World War.
Among the small group of British troops defending the garrison are four
unlikely soldiers: Captain Timothy Hastings, who, before joining the army, was a
tea-estate manager; Raan, a cook turned soldier; Chetri, a courageous
Nepalese Gorkha; and Mongseng, a native headhunting warrior, who
unwittingly becomes a part of the British imperial forces. Fighting for their lives
amidst the battle, the four of them are left questioning the human cost of war.
In Second World War Sandwich, Digonta Bordoloi crafts a thrilling novel that
burns with intensity and unpacks the lesser-known Naga story of one of the
most brutal wars in modern history.
AUTHOR DETAILS

The son of a respected judge and the youngest of three children, Digonta
Bordoloi grew up moving around Northeast India. This mobile, multicultural
upbringing made him socially adaptable and fluent in six languages before the
age of fifteen. As a young man, Digonta moved to Mumbai where he worked as
a copywriter in advertising. Once the gloss of corporate life wore off, he set sail
for Africa, spending time in Uganda, then Swaziland and Tanzania, reconnecting
with a slower pace of life and wrote his first novel, Slow... It was while on a safari
in a game park in Africa that he met the love of his life. Today, he and his wife,
Susie, call India and Australia home.
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Priyanka Gupta Zielinski

Invigorate your family business with this easy-to-use survival guide!
Often looked down upon for their frugality and ‘unprofessionalism’, family
businesses have been denied the credit due to them for their vital contributions
to the national economy. In The Ultimate Family Business Survival Guide, Priyanka
Gupta Zielinski sets out to remedy this wrong by reclaiming many such
prevalent stereotypes as empowering assets. However, various distresses, such
as the Covid-19 pandemic and economic downturns, have posed a serious
threat to such businesses.
Drawing from her dynamic experience working with her family-owned
company MPIL Steel Structures Ltd, Priyanka offers a unique guide to help
family businesses thrive. Central to it is a survival toolkit – featuring a
metaphorical multipurpose hat, a flashlight, a superhero cape, a Swiss army
knife and a parachute – which prepares business owners to face any crisis head
on. She also explains how the improvisational and fluid style of family
enterprises can be leveraged better for sustainability, while identifying in their
close-knit structure and community-driven approach avenues for meaningful
social change.
Replete with anecdotes and effective strategies – with an occasional Haryanvi
idiom thrown into the mix – this book is a must-read for current and aspiring
family business and MSME owners.
AUTHOR DETAILS

Priyanka Gupta Zielinski is an entrepreneur and business leader. As Executive
Director of MPIL Steel Structures Ltd, Priyanka has led her family business into
exponential growth and diversification. In 2012, she was named Woman
Entrepreneur of the Year by ET Now. She has previously worked with financial
institutions such as the Women’s World Banking and the Fund for the City of
New York. Her articles have featured on BBC Online, the Women in Family
business website and The Tharawat Family Business Journal.
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